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We present a source of entangled photons that violates a Bell inequality free of the ‘‘fair-sampling’’

assumption, by over 7 standard deviations. This violation is the first reported experiment with photons to

close the detection loophole, and we demonstrate enough ‘‘efficiency’’ overhead to eventually perform a

fully loophole-free test of local realism. The entanglement quality is verified by maximally violating

additional Bell tests, testing the upper limit of quantum correlations. Finally, we use the source to generate

‘‘device-independent’’ private quantum random numbers at rates over 4 orders of magnitude beyond

previous experiments.
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In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen suggested that
certain quantum mechanical states must violate one or both
of the fundamental classical assumptions of locality (suffi-
ciently distant events cannot change the outcome of a
nearby measurement) and realism (the outcome probabilities
of potential measurements depend only on the state of the
system). These nonclassical two-particle states exhibit
multiple-basis correlations (or anticorrelations) and are
referred to as ‘‘entangled.’’ Because locality and realism are
so fundamental to classical intuition, a central debate in 20th
century physics [1] revolved around the following question:
could an alternative to quantum mechanics—a local realistic
theory—explain entanglement’s seemingly nonclassical cor-
relations? In 1964, Bell devised a way to in principle answer
this question experimentally, by analyzing the limit of
allowed correlations between measurements made on an
ensemble of any classical system [2]. If performed under
sufficiently ideal conditions, a violation of Bell’s inequality
would conclusively rule out all possible local realistic theo-
ries. Although entanglement has been experimentally dem-
onstrated and the Bell inequality violated in a myriad of
nonideal experiments [3–12], each of these experiments fails
to overcome at least one of two critical obstacles.

The first obstacle—the locality loophole—addresses the
possibility that a local realistic theory might rely on some
type of signal sent from one entangled particle to its partner
(e.g., a signal containing information about the specific
measurement carried out on the first particle), or from the
measurement apparatus to the source (known as the free-
dom of choice loophole). These loopholes have thus far
only been closed using entangled photons [8,13]; photons
traveling in different directions can be measured at places

and times which are relativistically strictly simultaneous
(i.e., in a spacelike separated configuration). The second
obstacle—the detection loophole—addresses the fact that
even maximally entangled particles, when measured with
low-quantum-efficiency detectors, will produce experi-
mental results that can be explained by a local realistic
theory. To avoid this, almost all previous experiments have
had to make fair-sampling assumptions that the collected
photons are typical of those emitted (this assumption is
demonstrably false [14] for many of the pioneering experi-
ments using atomic cascades [3,4], and has been intention-
ally exploited to fake Bell violations in recent experiments
[15]). The detection loophole has been closed in several
matter systems, ions [10], superconductors [11], and atoms
[12], whereas high-efficiency tests with photons have been
lacking until very recently [16]. Unfortunately, the results
presented in [16] are actually susceptible to multiple loop-
holes (in addition to the locality loophole) [17,18].
Specifically, their use of a source without well-defined
individual experimental trials has a loophole where the
ambiguous definition of a coincidence count can be
exploited to produce a Bell violation, even for a completely
local realistic hidden-variable model (see Supplemental
Material [19] for more information). In addition, the lack
of a random measurement basis selection requires a fair-
sampling assumption, since temporal drifts in pair produc-
tion or detection rates, or detector latency, can also lead to a
Bell violation without entanglement [19]. Although these
issues may seem pedantic, the point of a loophole-free Bell
test is to definitively rule out any local realistic theory,
which becomes all the more critical as Bell tests are used to
certify quantum communications.
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Here, we report the first experiment that fully closes the
detection loophole with photons, which are then the only
system in which both loopholes have been closed, albeit
not simultaneously. Moreover, we show that the source
quality is high enough to provide the best test to date of
the quantum mechanics prediction itself. Finally, we apply
the stronger-than-classical correlations to verify the crea-
tion of true random numbers, achieving rates over 4 orders
of magnitude beyond all past experiments.

The first form of a Bell inequality that was experimen-
tally feasible and did not require assumptions such as fair
sampling was the Clauser-Horne (CH) inequality [20],
which places the following constraints for any local real-
istic theory:

p12ða; bÞ þ p12ða; b0Þ þ p12ða0; bÞ � p12ða0; b0Þ
� p1ðaÞ þ p2ðbÞ; (1)

where a, a0ðb; b0Þ are the settings for detector 1 (2), p1ð2ÞðxÞ
denotes the probability of a count for any given trial at
detector 1 (2) with setting x, and p12ðx; yÞ denotes the
probability of a coincidence count with settings x and y
for detectors 1 and 2, respectively. The inequality can be

violated using maximally entangled states [e.g., ðjHHi þ
jVViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

, whereH and V represent the polarization of the

photons], assuming a detection efficiency �>2ð ffiffiffi
2

p �1Þ�
0:828; this is the lower efficiency limit for any maximally
entangled two-particle system measured with a pair of
detectors that each has two settings [21]. However, further
analysis by Eberhard [22] showed that with nonmaximally

entangled states, e.g., jc ri ¼ ðrjHHi þ jVViÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ r2

p
,

the detector efficiency requirement could be reduced to
2=3, although the tolerable amount of background counts
in the detector is very small in this limit. Essentially, using
a small value of r, one can choose a and b to nearly block
the vertically polarized single counts [thereby decreasing
the right-hand side of Eq. (1)], while choosing a0 and b0 to
maximize the left-hand side [19]. For the background
levels in our experiment, a value of r ¼ 0:26 allows us to
maximally violate the CH inequality.

In order to determine the probabilities in Eq. (1), we
normalize the measured singles and coincidence rates to
the number of trials with the specific analyzer setting for
each term. We can then write

B ¼ C12ða; bÞ
Nða; bÞ þ C12ða; b0Þ

Nða; b0Þ þ C12ða0; bÞ
Nða0; bÞ � C12ða0; b0Þ

Nða0; b0Þ
� S1ðaÞ

NðaÞ �
S2ðbÞ
NðbÞ � 0; (2)

where C12ðx; yÞ are the coincidence counts, and S1ðxÞ the
singles counts for the duration of the experiment, Nðx; yÞ is
the total number of trials where the detectors settings were
x, y, and NðxÞ is the number of trials where the channel
setting was x (regardless of the setting on the other side).

In order to avoid the coincidence-time loophole [17–19]
(one of the same loopholes present in the reported data for
the previous photon experiment [16]), we use a Pockels
cell between crossed polarizers to periodically transmit
short bursts of the pump laser. Each burst corresponds to
a single well-defined event, easily distinguished with the
detectors. Care must still be taken, however, to guarantee
that there is no temporally correlated effect that unduly
affects the measured counts. For example, laser power drift
can lead to a violation with nonentangled photons, if the
order of the measurements is not made randomly [19]. We
address this issue by measuring each of the terms in Eq. (2)
multiple times while randomly choosing the detector set-
tings, and then determine the counts and relative errors
(due to both finite counting statistics as well as multiple
measurements of each term).
For our entanglement source [19], we focus the 355-nm

pulsed laser onto two orthogonal nonlinear crystals to
produce polarization-entangled photon pairs at 710 nm,
via spontaneous parametric down-conversion [23]. The
degree of entanglement of the down-converted photons
can be controlled using wave plates to manipulate the

pump polarization; i.e., a pump polarization of ðjVi þ
rei�jHiÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

will produce the entangled state ðjHHi þ
reið�þ�cÞjVViÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

, where �c is the relative phase picked
up in the nonlinear crystals [24].

FIG. 1 (color online). A diagram of the system used to violate
the CH Bell inequality [19]. We pulse our laser (L) by putting a
Pockels cell (PC) between crossed polarizers (P1 and P2). The
Pockels cell is periodically turned on for a short time to allow
240 laser pulses to transmit through P2, thus creating event
intervals that the detectors can distinguish, which we can then
use as well-defined trials. Down-conversion is produced in
paired nonlinear BiBO crystals (NLC). The produced state is
controlled through the half-wave plates HWP1 and HWP2,
which control the relative amplitude and phase of the jHHi
and jVVi down-conversion terms. We attain very high entangle-
ment quality by compensating temporal decoherence caused by
group-velocity dispersion in the down-conversion crystals [38],
using a BBO crystal (TC). The down-conversion creation spot is
imaged onto a single-mode fiber (SMF). HWP3 sets the basis for
the polarization analysis (based on input from QRNG data) by
the Brewsters angle polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Custom
spectral interference filters (IF) are used to only detect spectrally
conjugate photons. Finally, the photons are detected by
transition-edge-sensor detectors; the output signals are sent to
a time-to-digital converter (TDC) to record all detection event
times.
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The state that maximally violates a CH Bell inequality is
a compromise between nonunit system efficiency (which
pushes to smaller r values) and nonzero (unpolarized)
background counts (contributing to the singles rate, which
limits the minimum usable r value) [22]. We model our
system to find the ideal state and analysis settings, based on
our measured background counts and efficiency [19]. The
polarization correlations for the Bell test are measured with
a polarization analyzer consisting of a fixed Brewsters
angle polarizing beam splitter (we detect the transmitted
photons), preceded by a motion-controlled antireflection
coated half-wave plate to choose the basis of the projective
measurement. In the experiment we randomly choose the
measurement settings (a or a0, b or b0) using the output
from a separate photon-arrival-time-based quantum ran-
dom number generator (QRNG) [25].

The energy correlations in the daughter photons (!p ¼
!i þ!s) allow us to spectrally filter the photons to ensure
the collection of the conjugate photons. To do so, we use
custom-tunable 20-nm interference filters [19], centered on
twice the pump wavelength (710 nm), achieving an esti-
mated 95% spectral heralding efficiency (the detection
efficiency if there were no other losses in the system).
The Gaussian spatial mode of the pump allows the mo-
mentum correlations of the daughter photons to be filtered
with a single-mode fiber (SMF) [26]. Here, the collection
of one photon into a SMF heralds a photon, to a very high
approximation, in a well-defined Gaussian mode on the
opposite side of the down-conversion cone. We are able to
collect the conjugate photon in its own SMF with an
estimated 90% efficiency (assuming no other losses). The
SMF is then fusion spliced to a fiber connected to a
transition-edge-sensor detector [27].

These detectors are made using a thin tungsten film
embedded in an optical stack of materials to enhance the
absorption [28]. Photons are delivered to the detector stack
using a SMF for 1550 nm, which is antireflection coated
for 710 nm and fusion spliced (with less than 5% loss) to
the 710-nm SMF used for down-conversion collection. The
detectors, cooled to �100 mK using an adiabatic demag-
netization refrigerator, are voltage biased at their super-
conducting transition so that absorbed photons cause a

measurable change in the current flowing through the
tungsten film. The change in current is measured with a
superconducting quantum interference device amplifier,
the output of which is connected to room-temperature
electronics for processing before being sent to a time-to-
digital converter (TDC). The stream of time tags from the
TDC are sent to a computer and saved for later analysis.
Accounting for spectral and spatial filtering, detector effi-
ciency, �7% from all other transmission losses, we arrive
at a final detection efficiency of 75%� 2%, sufficient to
violate a Bell inequality without needing any extra fair-
sampling assumption. We collected time tags for the Bell
test in blocks of 1 sec (25 000 trials per second) at each
measurement setting, for a total of 4450 blocks. The data,
summarized in Table I, show a 7:7� violation of the CH
inequality [Eq. (2)]: B ¼ 5:4� 10�5 � 7:0� 10�6 [19].
Our results are in good agreement with those predicted
using our measured entangled state, after accounting for
the measured background and fluorescence noise.
It is also informative to normalize the Bell inequality in

a slightly different manner:

B0 ¼ p12ða; bÞ þ p12ða; b0Þ þ p12ða0; bÞ � p12ða0; b0Þ
p1ðaÞ þ p2ðbÞ � 1:

(3)

In this form, the Bell parameter B0 is proportional to the
system efficiency. We achieve B0 ¼ 1:015� 0:002, imply-
ing a 1.5% efficiency overhead (i.e., we could tolerate
1.5% more loss in each channel, with the current level of
background). This is important for both a fully loophole-
free test of Bell’s inequality (requiring larger separation of
the detectors to close the locality loophole), as well as for
device-independent quantum information protocols. In
both cases, active switch elements are necessary, as the
introduction of a beam splitter to make an analysis basis
choice would reopen the detection loophole [29]. With the
current efficiency overhead, we can support such devices,
e.g., Pockels cells, which tend to be slightly lossy optical
elements (� 1%).
The state jc r¼0:26i that achieves the most statistically

significant violation of local realism for our system is
actually weakly entangled, with a measured concurrence
of only 0.49. This low concurrence is an expected character-
istic of the type of high-purity nonmaximally entangled
state best suited for violating the CH inequality with non-
ideal detectors, but belies the unprecedented quality of the
experimental apparatus used to generate the state itself. We
thus reconfigured the experimental apparatus shown in
Fig. 1 to produce a variety of high-purity, high-fidelity
quantum states between totally separable and maximally
entangled; see Fig. 2 for a plot of the CH inequality viola-
tion as a function of state separability. When configured
for maximal entanglement, the source produces a state
with 99:7� 0:05% (99:5� 0:05%) visibility in the H=V

TABLE I. The accumulated measurements. We used the set-
tings a ¼ 3:8�, a0 ¼ �25:2�, b ¼ �3:8�, b0 ¼ 25:2�, and
r ¼ 0:26. We cycled through these measurement settings ran-
domly (using QRNG data [25] to pick the basis for a given run),
changing the measurement settings in intervals of 1 sec, with
25 000 trials in each 1 sec interval.

Settings Singles (A) Coincidences Singles (B) Trials

a, b 46 068 29 173 46 039 27 153 020

a, b0 48 076 34 145 146 205 28 352 350

a0, b 150 840 34 473 47 447 27 827 318

a0, b0 150 505 1862 144 070 27 926 994
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(H þ V=H � V) basis and a canonical Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt Bell violation [30] of 2:827� 0:017—
within error of the maximum violation allowed by quantum

mechanics (2
ffiffiffi
2

p � 2:828). These values are on par with the
highest reported violations of Bell’s inequality ever
reported [31], but unlike all previously reported results
include no accidental subtraction or postprocessing of any
kind. As a result, this source provides not only the best
experimental evidence to date that local realistic theories
are not viable, but also provides the best test so far of the
upper limits for quantum correlations; some superquantum
theories [32] actually predict that the upper limit for theBell

inequality can be greater than 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
, a prediction constrained

by the results reported here [19].
The high entanglement quality, along with the detection-

loophole-free capability, offers interesting possibilities for
applications, notably for device-independent quantum
information processing. Here the goal is to implement a
certain protocol, and to guarantee its security, without rely-
ing on assumptions about the internal functioning of the
devices used in the protocol. Being device independent, this
approach is more robust to device imperfections compared
to standard protocols, and is in principle immune to side-
channel attacks (which were shown to jeopardize the secur-
ity of some experimental quantum cryptography systems).

One prominent example is device-independent random-
ness expansion (DIRE) [33–36]. By performing local

measurements on entangled particles, and observing non-
local correlations between the outcomes of these measure-
ments, it is possible to certify the presence of genuine
randomness in the data in a device-independent way.
DIRE was recently demonstrated in a proof-of-principle
experiment using entangled atoms located in two traps
separated by 1 m [33]; however, the resulting 42 random
bits required a month of data collection. Here we show that
our setup can be used to implement DIRE much more
efficiently. The intrinsic randomness of the quantum sta-
tistics can be quantified as follows. The probability for any
observer (hence, for any potential adversary) to guess the
measurement outcome (of a given measurement setting) is
bounded by the amount of violation of the CH inequality:

pguess � ½1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� ð1þ 2BÞ2p �=2 [33], neglecting finite

size effects. In turn, this leads to a bound on the min-
entropy per bit of the output data, Hmin ¼ �log2ðpguessÞ.
Finally, secure private random bits can be extracted from
the data (which may, in general, not be uniformly random)
using a randomness extractor [37]. At the end of the pro-
tocol, a final random bit string of length L � NHmin � S is
produced, where N is the length of the raw output data and
S includes the inefficiency and security overhead of the
extractor.
Over the 4450 measurement blocks (each block

features 25 000 events), we acquire 111 259 682 data
points for 3 h of data acquisition. The average CH viola-
tion of B ¼ 5:4� 10�5 gives a min-entropy of Hmin ¼
7:2� 10�5. Thus, we expect �8700 bits of private ran-
domness, of which one could securely extract at least 4350
bits [19]. The resultant rate (0:4 bits=s) improves by more
than 4 orders of magnitude over the bit rate achieved in
[33] (1:5� 10�5 bits=s). This shows that efficient and
practical DIRE can be implemented with photonic
systems.
We have presented a new entangled photon pair creation,

collection, and detection apparatus, where the high system
efficiency allowed us to truly violate a CH Bell inequality
with no fair-sampling assumption (but still critically rely-
ing on the no-signaling assumption that leaves the causality
loophole open). Because photonic entanglement is particu-
larly amenable to the types of fast, random measurement
and distributed detection needed to close the locality loop-
hole, this experiment (together with efforts by other groups
[8,12,16]) represents the penultimate step towards a com-
pletely loophole-free test of Bell’s inequality and advanced
device-independent quantum communication applications;
here, we demonstrated production of provably secure
randomness at unprecedented rates. Finally, our high
source quality enables the best test to date of the quantum
mechanical prediction itself.
This research was supported by the DARPA InPho
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FIG. 2 (color online). A plot of the Bell parameter B0 [Eq. (3)]
as a function of the produced entangled state. B0 > 1 (red dashed
line) is not possible for any local realistic theory. Data points in

black are the measured B0 as r is varied in the state ðrjHHi þ
jVViÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ r2

p
; r ¼ 1 (0) corresponds to a maximally entangled

(separable) state. For this plot, every data point was measured for
30 sec at each measurement setting; the particular settings were
optimally chosen based on the model of our source for each
value of �. The blue line represents the Bell parameter we expect
from the model of our source. Here, to improve the statistics, we
did not pulse our source with the Pockels cell. We see violations
for 0:20< r < 0:33.
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